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ABSTRACT
It is believed that security management decisions are made with the
intent of maximizing the decision maker’s utility.  In this paper, we
examine the influence of biases on information security decision making
through Prospect Theory.  A scenario-based survey of 78 military
officers was conducted and analyzed to identify if there is an underlying
source of bias present in information security decision makers.

1. BACKGROUND
The 2005 E-Crime survey administered by the US Secret Service
revealed that 68 percent of companies had knowingly been victims of
a cyber attack in 2004.  On average, each company had to deal with 86
attacks over the course of the year and in total all reported attacks
accounted for losses of a staggering $150 million dollars (E-Crime
Survey, 2005).  A recent survey of business executives revealed that
information security was now the third most important information
technology issue compared to 1994 when security was not among even
the top 25 concerns (Luftman, 2005).

A quick literature review reveals any number of books or articles that
offer perspective processes for dealing with information security and its
associated risks (Karyda, et al. 2005; Karabacak and Sogukpinar, 2005;
McAdams, 2004; Cavusoglu et. al, 2004; Posthumus and von Solms,
2004; Stewart, 2004; Koskosas and Paul, 2003; Straub and Welke, 1998,
Ranier, 1991).  Organization typically include a security officer whose
job is specifically focused on security operations who reports to and
works with a security manager, often someone with other executive roles
in the organization (Cazemier et. al, 1999; Purser, 2004; Tipton and
Krause, 2004).

The Department of Defense (DoD) is no different than industry in regard
to its development information security policies.  A historical desire to
protect its information systems led to the creation of a program called
the DoD Information Technology Security Certification and Accredi-
tation Process (DITSCAP).  Specific to the DoD process are the
Certification Authority (CA) and the Designated Approving Authority
(DAA).  In DITSCAP, the CA conducts security reviews and makes
recommendations to the DAA who is the executive charged with
determining if the system meets acceptable levels of risk (ASD(C3I),
1997) .

The DAA decision is a complicated by the fact that they must carefully
weigh the operational impacts and a variety of other factors beyond just
the basic security considerations when making their decision.  It is
entirely possible that even in the face of a CA recommendation not to
operate a system a DAA may choose to do so because the operational
impacts of not having the system outweigh the residual risk posed by the
system in question.  The fundamental question then driving this research
is “Is there bias in DoD information security decision making?”

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Until recently, information security in its many forms and management
decision making within have received only marginal attention in

academic circles.  In fact, some bemoaned that fact that no one was really
paying attention to security, the IT department included (Goodhue and
Straub, 1991; Straub and Welke, 1998).  Goodhue and Straub advanced
a security model that used satisfactoriness to measure security adequacy
perceptions of users and Stanton characterized actual end user behavior
and its impact on security (Goodhue and Straub, 1991; Stanton et. al.,
2005).  Other end user research relating to information technology has
focused on the development and application of the technology accep-
tance model.  Davis’s original concepts of perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use have been expanded upon in numerous ways (Davis,
1989; Venkatesh et. al, 2003; Qingxiong and Liping, 2004).  However,
all of these efforts focus on how users respond to or perceive technology
or security and are not necessarily applicable to managerial decision
making in an information security context.

Recent efforts to deal with managerial decision making in information
security have been focused on providing prescriptive processes that
offer grounded idealized notions of how a manager should cope with
information security (Straub and Welke, 1998; Bandyopadhyay et. al.,
1999; Bassellier et. al., 2001; Coles and Moulton, 2003; Gerber and Von
Solms, 2005; Von Solms, 2005; Pijpers et. al., 2001).  There has been
little attempt to scientifically determine how decision makers actually
behave when presented with an information security decision.   That is
there are ample normative models of behavior proposed for information
security decision making but very few descriptive models explaining
actual observed behavior.  Decision making literature is well developed
and presents several frameworks from which one could choose to use for
further analysis and development (Rowe, 1992; March, 1994; March and
Simon, 1993; Bell, Raiffa, and Tversky, 1988).

3. THEORY
The model used for investigation should allow for parsimonious view of
how decisions are made independent of dispositional and organizational
factors.  Too many factors will quickly dilute the effectiveness of the
model to explain observed behavior.  If there are inherent decision-
making biases in the information security context they should be
exposed at a higher level.  Further, the model must account for decision
making under risk.  As defined by Rowe, risk is “the potential for
realization of unwanted, negative consequences of an event” (Rowe,
1977).  In the DITSCAP process, the DAA is directly trying to control
and mitigate this potential to the greatest extent possible (ASD(C3I),
1997).  Therefore, the authors used parsimoniousness and risk coverage
to sift through the numerous existing decision making frameworks.

One theory that clearly meets the above criteria as well as offering
potential insight to observed behavior at face value is Prospect Theory
as developed by Kahneman and Tversky (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979,
1982).  This is a descriptive theory that was proposed as an alternative
to expected utility theory.  The deviations it has from expected utility
theory may be particularly useful in exploring the behavior anomalies
observed by this study’s sponsor.  The theory is a well supported through
research and academic development over the years (Tversky and
Kahneman, 1986, 1992).  It has also been applied at least in a limited
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manner in the information technology context although not in directly
analyzing managerial decision making under risk (Rose et. al. 2004).

Prospect theory as developed offers a model of decision making that can
be conceptualized as in Figure 1.  First all possible outcomes are edited
and framed by the decision maker.  The function of this phase is to,
“organize and reformulate the options so as to simply subsequent
evaluation and choice” (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979).  After the
outcomes are framed and edited, the decision maker evaluates each of
the options or prospects and choose the one with the highest value
(Kahnment and Tversky, 1979).  The value of each is expressed in terms
of a decision weight, À, and outcome value, v.  The decision weight is
assigned to a given probability of an outcome.  The outcome value is a
subjective measure of how much that particular outcome is worth to the
decision maker (Kahnment and Tversky, 1979).

The important characteristics of this theory are that value is determined
not by overall position but by deviations from a reference point or status
quo.  That is all outcomes are seen as gains or losses in comparison to
a current reference.  Secondly gains and losses elicit a certain pattern of
decision making behavior under risk such that decision makers are
typically risk averse in a gain domain and risk seeking in a loss domain.
Additionally, the framing of outcomes can affect the reference point
used in evaluation of prospects.  The value of prospects also follows and
S shaped curve that is concave for gains and convex for losses, with the
loss side being steeper than gains (Figure 2).  These characteristics
individually or taken together may be able to be leveraged in explaining
the problematic behavior observed by security officials at the sponsor
organization.

4. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
If Prospect theory is to provide a descriptive model for behavior in
information decision making, its basic characteristics should be evident
in a well designed survey.  One way decision makers could be biased is by
viewing the security proposition as an operational loss.  In order to
establish both prospect theory in information security and determine if
operational loss domains are more poignant, the following hypotheses
are proposed:

Hypothesis 1: Decision Makers are risk averse in gain domains in the
information security context.

Hypothesis 2: Decision Makers are risk seeking in loss domains in the
information security context.

Hypothesis 3: Decision makers exhibit significantly more risk seeking
behavior in operationally framed loss domains than in security framed
loss domains.

Prospect theory could also hold descriptive power in this context if
outcome framing or an explicit shift in the reference point are able to
affect risk seeking and risk averse behavior.   The following hypotheses
will test these notions:

Hypothesis 4: A negative information security outcome frame will result
in greater risk seeking behavior than a positive information security
outcome frame.

Hypothesis 5: Shifting the reference point into a loss domain will result
in significantly more risk averse behavior to for losses.

Prospect Theory’s idea of decision weight’s and outcome value could
also help clarify how DAA’s may actual make decision involving
security.  Along these lines the follow hypothesis is proposed:

Hypothesis 6: When presented with situations involving information
security and operations, decision makers will give a greater decision
weight to operations outcomes.

5. METHODOLOGY
In order to test the hypotheses, a set of scenarios was developed that
in principle replicated earlier work in prospect theory.  Rather than build
monetary or health related scenarios as previously studied, these
scenarios focused on information systems security related items.  Sev-
eral types of scenarios were developed including gain and loss scenarios
for system security (4 total), gain and loss scenarios for system
operations (4 total), outcome framed scenarios  (2 total), and security
and operations combined outcome scenarios (4 total).  Each scenario
presented the opportunity to choose from a riskless prospect offering
a sure increase or decrease in the security of the information system or
the operational capability of the system and a riskier prospect that
offered a chance of greater gain or loss and a chance of no gain or loss.
After the first 14 scenarios, a different operations description was
provided that was more dire, with system security and operations gain/
loss scenarios being presented again exactly as they appeared before.
This technique was employed in an attempt to shift the participant’s
reference point clearly into a loss domain to attempt to ascertain if this
would change previously selected decision.  As presented these scenarios
provide direct insight into decision making behavior in both information
system security and operations gain domains and loss domains and help
establish the affect of framing on decision making

It is difficult to account for all biases in the development of these utility
scenarios however every attempt was made to eliminate potential
problems.  A gain expectation and loss expectation scenario for both
helps control response mode bias (Hershey, et. al., 1988).  Also, multiple
lottery types are employed including pure loss, mixed, and pure gain to
mitigate lottery domain bias (Hershey, et. al., 1988).

The six survey versions were equally distributed to 78 Majors in the
United States Air Force, all of whom were attending the Air Force
Institute of Technology to obtain a MS in Management.  As such,
they represent a sample that are likely to be assigned DAA re-
sponsibilities.

Figure 1. Prospect theory model of decision making

Decision Evaluation Framing and 
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Figure 2. Prospect theory value function
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6. SURVEY RESULTS AND ANALYSES
Table 1 highlights the results of the survey.

The use of Prospect Theory to model decision maker behavior in
information security produced mixed results.  While it was clear in H1
that decision makers were significantly risk averse in information
security gain domains, the results of H2 showed no significant risk
behavior preference in loss domains.  Additionally, the participants in
this study did not demonstrate significant risk seeking behavior in
operational or security contexts as demonstrated by the results of H3.

H4 provided perhaps one of the clearest possible explanations for any
observed risk seeking behavior in information security.  The extremely
significant results showed that using negative outcome frames will lead
to risk seeking behavior.  This is a very important finding.  It clearly
demonstrates that there are circumstances where decision makers risk
behavior can be influenced by factors outside their control.   While the
results of H2 showed that decision maker perception of loss domains did
not significantly alter decision preference, the negative framing of the
outcome did.  At the very least decision making intention can be
significantly affected by the presentation frame of the outcome, when
offered negatively.  For information security professionals and decision
makers it is thus very important to understand how options presented
for decision are framed in an effort to eliminate this framing affect from
decision making.

Hypothesis 5a and 5b, explored how a scenario designed to shift the
decision makers reference point would influence decision making inten-
tions.  The negative scenario should have slid the value curve to the left
and resulted in even greater risk aversion in moss if behavior conformed
exactly as prospect theory predicts.  In H5a the results did not confirm
this behavior.  It showed that decision makers were no more risk averse
in loss domains than when dealing with a much more positive point of
reference.

The results of analysis in H5b showed that decision makers are not more
risk averse in gain domains after a shift in reference.  In fact, it showed
that decision makers are actually more risk seeking in gain domains after
a negative shift in reference.  This is completely contrary to behavior
under risk as predicted by prospect theory.  At this point there is little
information to indicate why this type of behavior would occur.  More
research is necessary in this area to fully understand why the observed
phenomenon was such as departure from previously established theory.

H6 offered another interesting significant finding.  As mentioned

previously, this attempt was an effort to discern how decision weights
may be applied as outlined in prospect theory.  The results of the research
showed that in general decision makers are significantly more likely to
prefer operational outcomes over security outcomes.  This helps to
establish the idea that decision makers will tend to place a greater weight
on the operations versus the security when presented with an informa-
tion security related problem.  This is not to say that the weight is so
great that it will always outweigh security concerns, but it will likely
impact the final analysis.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The research and hypotheses discussed prevent concluding that Pros-
pect Theory as described provides a perfect model for describing decision
making under risk in information security contexts.  However, informa-
tion security decision making is clearly affected by the framing of the
problem.  Further we know that decision makers will place more weight
on operational outcomes than security outcomes.  Thus information
security decision making is more than just following a prescriptive
approach.  Biases do exist and must be accounted for if organizations wish
to have consistent and effective information security decisions.  This
work is a first step in confirming there needs to be more research devoted
to investigating information security decision making behavior biases.
From there prescriptive model development for approaching informa-
tion security risks will be much more valuable as they will account for
reality.

8. DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not
reflect the official policy or position of the United States Air Force,
Department of Defense, or the United States Government.
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